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Turns out this game just retells historical events that occurred in Nazi Germany, but now half the people are cute anime girls
(which makes everything more interesting by default). Fifteen minutes long and saddled with two choices, the plot centers
around the proliferation of propaganda and the radio.

Also the developers forgot to hire an audio engineer--every time someone yells the sound cracks and pops in my speakers.

Now tell me how much of an evil bigot I am for playing this game, while conveniently ignoring how I finished 2064 a week ago,
and Wolfenstein 2 a couple years ago.. Basically makes Leon Rick Grimes.

Though it's tempting to not half every zombie cop with the shotgun and recreate this scene:
https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=QNAkD-w0Gss. best game ever. 10/10 time killer. Not a serious FPS game, go in and try,
THAT'S IT!
The overall gameplay is not OK, felt like TF2's atmosphere though but the aiming and the movements aren't quite good.
The weapons are OK, only 4 exist and for me the sniper was so bad.
The graphics are lowly rendered but it's the theme, and the animations are bad.. ENG:

If developer team keep updating this game like this, then this game is absolute one of the best card game in steam with
customation & modding support that i was ever played. :3

FIN:

Jos pelinkehittäjä tiimi jatkaa pelin kehittämistä tähän tapaan niin, tämä on ehdottomasti yksi parhaista korttipeleistä steamissa
modaus ja customointi tuella, jota koskaan pelannut. :3. sucks sucks sucks sucks sucks sucks sucks sucks sucks sucks sucks
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He fist-bumped the escape pod and I started crying.

10/10. really good game easy to learnbut compelling to compelte. I like this game, but am having an issue with it and only
recommend it with a few warnings.

1.) Your anti-virus might detect something. As far as I can tell there's not actually anything wrong with it is a known issue, I had
a heck of a time getting around it but finally managed to eventually. As long as this game has been around this should've been
sorted out with the anti-virus companies by now.

2.) This game should have some better guidance, it took a lot of trial and error to get much done in it.

3.) The current issue I am having is the link that takes you to the screen saver app takes you to a webpage that sells stuff and has
nothing to do with screen savers and says sorry you've found the wrong place. Umm, okay. So how am I supposed to make
screen savers? I would really like to know, then I can go on my merry way with this game (so long as I don't run into anymore
issues).

All of that aside, it's fun to get creative with it and see what other people have come up with!. E-Z ACHIEVEMENTS, E-Z
LIFE.. Tahira was a fun, but brief, adventure that in the end, felt like the first hour of a really good movie.

It ended when the character and story development was JUST starting to get rolling, JUST starting to hook you in--and then
abruptly, it's over---clearly paving the way to a sequel or two.

Which, incidentally I'll be buying--because Tahira seems to have nailed a lot of the fundamental aspects of gaming, correctly.

Most of your time, and I mean 90%, will be fighting. And the fights are large-scale, multi-staged, arenas which make for some
pretty triumphant moments if you use the battle mechanics correctly to your advantage.

The battles are fairly long, with scripted events, and virtually every battle is a fight against overwhelming odds, which at first
glance look impossible--but it's pretty gratifying to 'hulk smash' their superior forces.

I've been a strategy and turn\/based strategy fan since the term came into existence, and in Tahira, was content with the level of
balance and difficulty that I ran into. What it lacked in dyanmics in terms of NPC skills, it made up for largely in the size and
range of options of the battle fields. Essentially, while there weren't a lot of individual skills, there was a lot you could do with
what little you had--so in the end, it was still fun and challenging.

The graphics\/animation are hand-crafted and look wonderful, similarly, the sound effects and music quality are well chosen.

My largest gripe with the game is that it ended too soon--I don't want a half-scoop of ice cream! :)

In terms of improvement, I think the characters could be better developed, and more dialogue could have been added to the
game to make it seem longer. Dialogue between characters did not include descriptive elements (only direct, spoken lines),
which I think is a missed opportunity for immersion into a well crafted, mystical environment. Humans relate to emotions--and
if players can become privy to the internal dialogues and states of protagonist characters, they can relate to--and connect with
them better; this is the difference between a comic-book and a novel. And as Tahira is a story driven game, it would be greatly
improved by adding narrative and descriptive elements to add to it's already solid combat systems.

Overall, I'd give it an 8\/10, for 3 guys, it's quite a job well done. I hope they use this game as a template to launch future games
with expanded character abilities, subtantially more dialogue and descriptive elements, as well as special attention to individual
character (personality) development.

I had fun! looking forward to the next one!. I really enjoyed this game, still in development so I will be sticking around through
the updates.. Played LIS on console and pc. Amazing in depth story. The choices you have to make really make you stop and
think about what to choose and change the outcome of your story. Made me cry and laugh. 10\/10. I have to say.. I was
expecting more.
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The game seems to rely heavily on its aesthetic - and I'll grant it a pretty nice audioset and a beautiful world, at first glance, but..
that's it? I found myself feeling more "and..?" than intrigued.

Most of all, for a game that relies almost exclusively on its aesthetic.. why is it so jarringly broken? The gradiant around the
sword/shield in the combat UI? The background gradiants? The tacky pop-up buttons that look totally out of place? Gtradiant
omn mouse clicks? The weird health stars that aren't pixel-art at all? If you're going for a style, by all means do so, but if your
game is mostly just the look, sound, and aesthetic, well.. you gotta hammer that home.

The controls being entirely mouse-click based just felt kinda needlessly sluggish, and I was feeling punished for trying to
explore around a bit. Nothing about the world immediately pulled me in, and while I may come back to it when I'm feeling in a
more to play a game one-handed while my other hand props up my chin from almost-boredom, I'll giave it another shot. Maybe
there's more to it, but nobody wants to find the "more to it" if there's not "something to it" from the get go. :(
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